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PERSPECTIVES ON DIGITAL
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Drivers of Digital

Digital is driven by a combination of exponential, mutually
Exponential
reinforcing, disruptive technology developments
technologies
Drivers of digitization – Exponential technologies
Memory

Moore’s
law
• Integrated circuits
becoming smaller,
faster, and cheaper

• 1986: 20 MB – $75,000
• 2014: 10 TB – $75 (personal cloud at Media
Markt)
• Over 25 years, performance improved by
500,000,000

Processing power
• 1974: 0.29 mn instructions/sec (MIPS)
• 2014: 238,310 MIPS
• Over 30 years, performance improved by
820,000

Network bandwidth
• 1988: 300 Kb/s token ring router: $500
• 2014: 300 Gbit/s Wi-Fi router: $25
• Over 25 years, performance improved by
60,000,000

Source: Intel; Singularity University; A.T. Kearney

Digitization
Social networks
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Drivers of Digital

Connected people and devices drive exponential growth of data
and enable opportunities in digital
Explosion in devices, connections and data
Internet connected people
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10-15% CAGR
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New Realities and Changing Landscape

Disruptive digital drivers are creating new realities in the digital
environment

ML, AI, Big data
analytics

Global
connectivity

Always
connected

Customer
engagement

Customer
power

3D

AR &
VR

Cloud-based
solutions

3D
printing

eCommerce
Platforms

Crowdsourcing
Platforms

New
Digital
Realities

Multi-channel
usage

Customer-toCustomer
platforms

Digital
content

New channels (e.g.
sharing economy)

RENT

Social
commerce

Source: A.T. Kearney Research

Click-to-collect

Direct-toCustomer

Customer solution
business
(e.g. One-Key)

Free services

BusinessBusinessCustomer
platforms

Changing customer needs

Sensors
everywhere

New competition

Market development

Disruptive technologies

Digital drivers
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Digital Readiness

The chemical industry is still a digital laggard but many
companies have started to address digitization
2016 A.T. Kearney Digital Readiness Survey

Energy & chemicals

1. Weighted average preparedness score (1 to5, 5 being “fully prepared”)
2. Weighted average impact score (1 to 5, 5 being “high impact on industry”)
Source: 2016 A.T. Kearney survey of 446 global executives
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The ‘Art of the Possible’: industry practices in digital
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Case study

Capture of new revenue streams from connected products and
digital services/solutions
Case Study: New Business Model for Direct Channel
Use Case

Valspar has a strong presence in Big Box retailer and Independent dealer channels but
lags its competition in the Direct (own stores) channel

Value Add

Through the use of digital technology, Valspar has developed as alternate business
model to grow in the Direct channel without opening brick-and-mortar stores

• Valspar PROSolutions is a
combination of an mobile
app and mobile distribution
units

Mobile
order

• App allows painters and
contractors to order house
paint on the customers site

+

• Color matching and color
mixing are done on the site
– saving time and cost

Mobile
delivery

Source: http://valsparprosolutions.com/; A.T. Kearney

+
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Case study

Using new ecommerce channels to take chemical products
directly to smaller customers
Case Study: Disintermediation
Use Case

SMEs1 account for 99% of the total number of enterprises in China, and are responsible
for 60% of China’s GDP; they are largely served by chemical distributors

Value Add

Through the e-commerce platform, BASF can reach SME customers directly, advertise
the value of its products and provide information and support online

Selective chemical offerings on Alibaba2

BASF Alibaba store

• BASF opened Alibaba store in June 2015, targeting
Chinese small and medium businesses
1. Small and medium enterprises; 2. Indicative snapshot: Prices depend on purchasing volume and product quality
Source: Press research, A.T Kearney
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Case study

Fusion of real life pictures, additional data and 3D models
improves maintenance performance
Case Study: Improved maintenance and user experience
Use Case

Augmented reality pump maintenance and training app provides step-by-step work
instructions with 3D elements overlaid in real life pictures

Value Add

Improvement of first time right performance and improved maintenance performance
leading to lower total cost of ownership and better user experience

• Augmented reality brings instructions out of the paper
manual directly on real equipment
• The app guides the operator maintenance procedures
both with augmented reality overlays and 3D models that
can be rotated in the view to watch parts from any angle
Source: A.T. Kearney, SPP
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Case study

Create new sources of revenue and value to customers through
data-driven services
Case Study: Data driven business model
Use Case

Combine data from farmers with external/proprietary data sources and algorithms to
generate insights, which farmers can use to make planting and purchase decisions

Value Add

Develop new sources of value and/or revenue for company

• Farmers typically make 40
key choices in the course of a
growing season, with
significant implications to
costs and resources
• Actionable information
creates value to farmers by
sharing know how and
providing information to
optimize yields and improve
farm management

Source: A.T. Kearney, John Deere, Yara
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Case study

Through its crowdsourcing platform Co-Create, P&G
collaborates with individuals and companies for innovation
Case Study: Crowdsourcing innovation
Use Case

Crowdsourcing innovative consumer goods ideas for brand extensions
e.g. Live Well Collaborative that focuses on products/services for the 50+ market

Value Add

Combines complimentary external IP with internal R&D to rapidly add significant brands;
1000+ active agreements as a result of its crowdsourcing programs

Co-creation and Innovation

General areas of
active development
are shared

Internal R&D Tracking
Crowdsourcing
Platform
(Co-Create)
USPTO Verification
Data Analytics

Web site created to
solicit innovative
ideas

Innovations are
compared with
areas of need and
advance

Innovations are
checked with patent
office to ensure
protection for both
parties

Successes encourage
future partners to use
crowdsourcing site

Partnerships result in
licensing deals for the
individual or company
and future revenue for
P&G

“We've collaborated with outside partners for generations but the importance
of these alliances has never been greater.“ P&G
Source: MIT Sloan Management Review, “How Procter & Gamble Uses External Ideas For Internal Innovation” June 2014; HBR “Connect and Develop: Inside Procter & Gamble’s New Model
13
for Innovation; www.pgconnectdevelop.com/

MAKING IT REAL
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Making it real

Chemical companies should begin by focusing on the four key
dimensions of digital impact with a cross-functional team
Stages of evolution

Key dimensions of digital impact

Thinking about it
Assigned an IT team to
develop digital strategy

Developed a crossfunctional team with a
business leader in charge

Source: 2016 A.T. Kearney survey of 446 global executives
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Making it real

Rapid prototyping is key to accelerating digital innovation
programs
“Think Big & Start Small” ideation to execution digital innovation

Challenge and
Ideate
Identify challenges,
generate and prioritize
new, big
(unconstrained)
ideas
Develop hypotheses
to address specific
market and business
opportunities
Incorporate ability to
work across
functional silos
Requires multifunctional and outof-the-box thinking

Scale
Appropriately

Prototype Rapidly
Prioritize
Define user journey
experience and
value proposition
Prioritize highest
value/impact ideas

Conduct experiments
using hypothesis-led
approach to develop
proof of concept
Engage appropriate
ecosystem partners
for differentiated
technologies and
capabilities

Challenge and
Improve
Evaluate experiments
testing value
proposition
Identify and
incorporate learnings
to improve solution
benefit

Industrialize proof of
concept
Prepare for
deployment at scale
throughout the
business and
commercialization
Transition to
business as usual

Start small and be
prepared to rapidly
iterate
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